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These issues show one clear problem: user research is sorely

Why bother
reading this?
Most businesses are failing their customers. Over half of consumers feel that brands
fail to meet their standards. In the UK,66% of customers stated: “I don’t remember
when a brand experience exceeded my expectations.”

Why? Your user research isn’t good enough.

misunderstood by almost every business in the UK - even some of
the world’s largest brands.
The reason behind this is simple: most of us don’t understand what
user research actually is. If we did, we’d be prioritising it in every
project. So instead, it’s a topic where assumptions overtake facts where brands think they already know their audience through the
simple fact that they interact with them.
But nope. That’s not enough. Thinking you know your users is very
different from actually understanding them. By performing real
user research, you’ll know their behaviours, motivations, challenges
and goals.

The Nielsen Norman Group tested two navigation schemes for an
e-commerce site. They saw an 80% success rate when using the scheme
structured according to user research about customer’s mental models, vs
a 9% success rate built through internal thinking.
Sorry - but that’s almost certainly true. Most of our
customers think they understand research, but few bother
with it for a few reasons:

In this workbook, we’re going to show you what user research really entails - so you
can see how important it is to your business. We’re going to take lessons gathered

Common user research challenges
1

Product owners like the concept of user research, but it
is too low a priority, and they lack the time required to

from public sector research projects and our very own user research maverick, Dr
Shaun Jerdan, to show you how to get started.
But let’s be clear - this topic is too broad for a single workbook. We don’t want to keep
you here for 10,000 words. Instead, we’ll focus primarily on two key areas:

perform it.

2

Designers would like to implement better research into
their UX designs, but they don’t know where to begin or

How to set business objectives that
user research can fulfil

are already too accustomed to certain techniques.
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4

You’ve already done market research - you know your
audience, so why bother investing further?

How to write user research questions
that support those objectives

5

User
research is
not what you
think it is
(Unless you already agree with all of our

points below - in that case, you’re right )

It requires a redefined
way of thinking
Where market research aims to give your business the ability
to offer products or services that answer perceived market
behaviours, user research is more about understanding what
people need/want/what is useful to them.
Before rolling suitcases, many travel companies were pressured
into creating ‘lighter’ luggage options. But as cases got lighter,
the same demands continued. It wasn’t until actual user research
was done by interviewing travellers that companies discovered it
wasn’t about the ‘weight’ of the luggage but the convenience.
This analogy is freely available online, but we can’t find a factual
source for it. But that doesn’t matter - it just serves to understand
how what the market might ‘want’ is not always what users need.

Market research
isn’t the same as
user research

Most businesses confuse market research with
user research. Where market research may
show you how users behave within a market,
user research identifies how people experience
products or services within the market. Market
research deals in large-scale quantitative
information, while user research is more focused
on one-to-one style feedback.
A market research project is done at scale and
out of necessity because it analyses metrics such
as visitor numbers, bounce rates, conversion
rates, market size etc. On the other hand, you can
do user research projects in far smaller sample

Marketing isn’t the
best team for it
Marketing teams aren’t the best people for a
user research project. They might be good at
market research, but marketing activity has no
real bearing on how a product or service actually
functions for users - so it’s the product owner, in
charge of driving change, that should be doing
the user research.

sizes. Input from a few users can offer genuine
feedback on qualitative issues, such as how a
product is used, where the frustrations are, how a
user might overcome the problem, etc.
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Experience is everything
User research is critical
to user experience
User research is interchangeable with UX research. UX designers know the value of
research - they understand that it’s the ‘how’ a user will interact with a digital product

While measuring the ROI of user research
accurately can be challenging, some statistics
support sites and digital products that prioritise
strong ‘experiences’ over advertising.

73% of customers say that
experience is an essential factor
in purchasing decisions. 65% of US
customers found positive brand
experiences to be more influential
than advertising.

that should shape their design, rather than the ‘who’ that is established through
Perhaps most crucially, customers are more

market research.

inclined to pay price premiums if they feel they’ve
93% of user researchers start their research before the design starts. It is a field

had a good experience with a business.

designed to ideate, not validate - 43% of researchers said their favourite thing about
their role was making better decisions based on better evidence.

Let’s spell that out: if you invest in user research
and implement your findings in your designs to

UX designs informed by effective research are always superior. For example, in this

create great user experiences, your customers

Forrester report, visits-to-lead conversions are 400% higher on websites that offer

will be more likely to spend more and stay loyal

superior user experiences.

to your brand.

It doesn’t
cost the
earth or
require
large
teams
8

A limiting factor for most user research projects is that companies
don’t want to invest in what they perceive as expensive or resourcehungry exercises. However, you don’t need to have an enormous
sample size. One of the world’s leading pioneers of user research,
Jakob Nielsen, estimates testing a website with just five people will
bring out 80% of useability issues.
Cost-wise, the techniques you use for user research can vary, and
so can the budget. Not investing in user research at all will likely
cost you more than any upfront research project - with companies
as large as Google itself serving as an example: remember Google
Glass? Us neither - the wearable tech might have been developed
well and worked on a technical level - but users were put off by its
design, and there was no perceived need for it.
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Understand research methods
How to get it right
So now we know what user research is, what impact it can have and
how vital it is to be included in your UX process. So how do you start
getting user research right?
Considering most research requires interacting with consumers and
asking them questions, how do you define the ‘right’ questions to

Research is too broad a topic to fit into one document. Trust us,
you’d get bored. However, before we talk about setting objectives
and writing research questions, we need to mention standard user
research methods, so you’re familiar with them and see how each
can be mapped to objectives when we show you examples below.
Where many businesses fear the cost of surveys and focus groups,
few see that they have user research tools already in place.

ask? It can depend on where your business currently stands in the
product journey:

Launching a new product:

Examples of existing assets for
user research:

Before you even have a product to show
them or test, how can you extract the right
information that is both genuine and useful
to your business?

Customer reviews
If you have a live product, analysing reviews and
coming up with actionable changes can be a free
way to gather useful feedback.

Existing product:
If you already have a digital product and
want to improve it, how do you ask the right
questions without influencing users through
existing bias? How do you leverage the
data already available to you to become
more informed in your decisions?

Analytics
Existing customers will leave a footprint of activity
on a site or digital product. By studying how they
behave, you can help answer research objectives.

Customer support
If you’ve got a telephone support line or customer
service department, go and talk to them. Gather
user insight directly from people who field
complaints.
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How to do user research: define your goal

Design Thinking

At KOMODO we use the Design Thinking methodology

With everything we’ve covered so far, you can tell that user research can be a huge

(see below) to help frame project phases. It breaks

field - if you want it to be. However, as Jakob Nielsen states in his ‘5 users’ example,

down the design process into five steps: Empathise,

good user research doesn’t need to be time or resource-intensive.

Define, Ideate, Prototype and Test.
Like any project, it’s all about establishing a framework. To perform effective user
research, you need to know what the goal of the research is - do you want to launch a
new product for X users? Improve existing products to reduce negative reviews? From
that goal, you can understand what you need (objective setting) and the methods
you can use to gather it (research questions and techniques).

Let’s get started.

Design Thinking is a great tool to help us choose the appropriate research methods
to apply to a project at any given stage. The methodology also ensures we align our
research with our wider UX/design strategy. The graphic shows the various research
methods that apply to each stage of the Design Thinking process.
12
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Before we walk you through how to do this most effectively, check
out this example set by one of the biggest, most successful digital

Setting objectives to
map user needs to
business growth

brands in the world. Here, user research allows them to create
practical digital experiences designed around unique taste
preferences on a global scale.

Take a look

UberEats - understanding global tastes

To begin formulating your user research questions and deciding on
the techniques you’ll use, you must define business objectives that
can be supported by research. For user research, objectives are all

An objective is easier to define when you have an existing product. Take, for example, UberEats.

about problem-solving. Your research questions and methods are

The renowned food delivery company has attributed much of its success to its user-experience

then specified as a way to meet your objectives.

design mindset: with updates focused on making it easier for restaurants to sell food to
customers, delivery drivers to earn income and customers to get food on time.
Problems have cropped up for UberEats, which they used research to solve so that they could be
confident in the effectiveness of their solution in markets where taste, cooking techniques and

Essentially, your
task is to:

delivery infrastructure varied wildly. Their challenges came about as they grew and encountered

Define a research goal

cultural and geographical challenges.

Their objectives were defined as:
Establish objectives for research

1

How can our product meet the challenges of operating in a diverse range

2

Develop an understanding of the different food cultures that our

of cities and countries?

restaurant owners, delivery drivers and customers operate in?

Attribute research techniques and
questions to meet the objectives

Continue reading
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How did they meet these objectives?
UberEats implemented two research methods: interviews and ethnography
(observing users in their natural setting). They sent employees to target cities to
understand the food culture and interview restaurant owners, delivery drivers,

Objective
setting ideas
Taking the UberEats example above, how
would you go about defining your own
business objectives?

and consumers. They also shadowed users operating their product, observing
their process in real-time to spot pain points of positives to be enhanced.

The first step is to define your research ‘goal’/idea.
This is where you’ll outline the broader business goal

So, what’s the lesson?
UberEats has:
A

Defined a clear goal to improve their existing service and launch
effectively in new markets.

B

Outlined objectives that help them achieve that goal.

C

Implemented research methods that would meet these objectives and
allow them to iterate on their existing product.

your digital product is meant to support.

Examples could include:
1

We want to know how people buy property online in the UK (New product launch)

2

What challenges do people have when banking on their phones? (New product)

3

How can we make our platform’s sign-up page convert more? (Existing product)

4

Can we reduce the number of complaints made about our app? (Existing)

5

How can we speed up user conversions when interacting with our site? (Existing)

Taking one of these goals, you’d then outline your objectives,

research methods and questions.

Questions should be tied to each method. Let’s look at some
examples before trying to do it ourselves.
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Research Method and Questions:

Objective Setting Example 1

Online Survey to meet both objectives.
Why? Surveys are a good way to collect a large

- App development project

amount of demographic information in a short
time frame. In this case, a survey would also allow

Problems we are aiming to
solve (research goal):

us to gather further data on what leads users
to stock or crypto apps based on some of our
assumptions that we would aim to challenge.

Develop an app that allows people to see all
their investments across different apps/wallets
in one place.

In this example, our research goal

Questions:
1

What are the features that led to users using their current

2

Are the availability and live updates of stocks or currencies

3

What demographic audiences should we be targeting our

4

What are the investment goals of retail investors in the UK?

stock or crypto apps?

is aligned directly with our business
aim - a fresh launch of a new app in a
competitive space.

Objectives:
Gain an understanding of

Because the market already has

led to users using their

can be based around current usage

what functions and features

activity, our user research objectives

current stock/crypto apps.

and problems.

Learn more about the

type of people the app
would be aimed at,

including demographics

and genuine motivations.
18

more important than the overall user experience?

planned app at?

These questions are all based around
answering our objectives. Each answer
will help achieve the objectives above.

Understanding more about the
target demographic will help
build a stronger app which is
inclusive.
19

Research Method and Questions:

Example 2

Semi-scripted user interviews to meet objective 1
Why? User interviews are an effective way to explore and

- Existing site improvements

understand an issue in detail. In this case, we can use them to
identify whether the pain points are system-wide or related to a
specific user flow, enabling clear action to resolve the research goal.

Problems we are aiming to solve:
Improve the efficiency of our website, allowing users to set
up and pay for council bills and fines quicker as we have
received several complaints about the current site.

Objectives:
Understand more about
the current pain points
in our user journey.

Questions:
1

Are certain payment journeys causing more pain points than others?

2

Identify what the primary pain points are in the current payment system

3

Are users able to navigate from the landing page to the payment system as
intended based on our current user flows?

This objective is a clear result
of our research goal: we need
to know more about the ‘why’
of a user’s frustration with our
existing platform.

Usability testing using remote testing software to meet objective 2
Why? Usability testing is an essential part of assessing any new
product or system. Here we can ensure that our new system has

Assess the usability
and efficiency of a

prototype of our new
payment system.

20

An objective can be a
practical challenge too - we

resolved the pain points of the previous version and we do not see a
repetition of the prior problems.

must test the new payment
system to reduce frustration
and improve efficiency.

Questions:
1

How long does it take users to navigate through the payment system?

2

When landing on the homepage, are users navigating to the payment
page as set out in the user flows?
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Example 3

Research Method

- Investigating subpar lead generation

and Questions:

A workshop where users test our website and answer some
follow up questions.
Why? The objectives we’ve set out highlight that the problem
could be one of two things, either a poor website design or

Problems we are

a fundamental issue with the product/service being sold.
By conducting a group workshop, we can employ many

aiming to solve:

different tactics from different methodologies in one session
to assess how the site itself is interacted with, but also the

Our current website is generating a high volume

real needs of users.

of hits on our landing page. However, this is not
converting to the number of business leads we
would expect.

Questions:
1

Are users able to navigate from the landing page to the ‘request a demo’

2

Have users had a better experience navigating one of our competitors’ sites?

3

Our service is quite technical. Do users have an understanding of what we are

4

Does the price of our subscription service offer the value users expect from our

5

What are typical pain points for users when using a service like our own? Can

Objectives:
Determine whether our

product is aligned with the

needs of potential end-users.

Convert more hits
on our website

into convertible
This objective is very honest - it shows

business leads.

a business which can recognise that
sometimes, their own platform is fine
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and instead it’s a larger issue they

This objective is fairly

didn’t spot when launching/designing

generic for lots of

originally. Even the best designed

businesses, but here it is a

sites in the world won’t convert if users

tangible goal which user

don’t have a need for them.

research can help achieve.

section of our site?

What did they do differently?

offering?

product?

we position our product in a way that offers a solution to these problems?
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Print friendly document

Objective setting
exercise sheet

Research methods

So now you’ve seen our examples, are you ready to have a go yourself? Whatever stage your digital
product is at, let’s run through our objective setting sheet to define your research goals and get your
research project off the ground.

Research Questions - struggling with this? Keep reading.
Research problem - this is where you state your research goal

Objective 1 - First objective here

24

Objective 2 - Second objective here
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Tips on writing
research questions
We can’t describe the entire user research process in this document. What we have done, instead, is to
show you how to redefine the way you think about research and become more goal-orientated so that

Anatomy of a good
research question:
1

your research questions and methods are focused on fulfilling business goals.

Setup - the start of a research question gives a user context around the what,
why, how and where of the question. For example, if you were to ask: “When
you’re looking for homes for sale online, what process do you follow?”, the setup is the ‘when you’re looking for a home for sale online” segment that gives

But asking questions is easy. Asking good questions is where the challenge begins. By framing your

the interviewee context.

questions around a research goal and objectives, you’ll have a more focused approach - but you should
still bear the following tips in mind:

Beware of leading questions

2

Area of inquiry - what you want to learn from the question - in the example

3

Clarifying/laddering - when a user’s response to a research question creates

above, this would be ‘what process do you follow’.

a ‘why’, you must factor in how you’ll follow up. When writing your research

Does your question prompt a certain response? If it does, you’re likely leading users

question against your objectives, it’s a good idea also to create follow-ups that

into saying what you want to hear. For example, asking ‘Do you have any problems

you’ll use in your chosen methods.

with this software’ is more leading than ‘Describe the process of using this software’.

Shallow questions
Yes or no questions don’t give you much value in terms of UX design choices. If you’re
giving easy ways out through simple responses, you can’t extract as much valuable
information from interviewees or other techniques.

Don’t take solution-based answers at face value
Sometimes users will offer feedback that is centred around solutions. These could be
design or development-based such as “I think you should make the check-out button
larger”. Instead of taking this type of answer at face value, remember that users are
not the designers. Consider the implication of the answer: they are indicating that the
check-out button is not easy to find or interact with. If you’re in an interview situation
where you can ask follow-up questions, consider taking their answer and challenging
26

them with “why is that a good solution for you?”
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Getting user
research done by
maximising your
UX mentality

Are you now ready to launch your
own user research and get design
incorporated from the get-go?
Yeah, quite the challenge.
Don’t worry: we can help.

In a field that can be time-consuming and resource-

intensive, why not outsource to the experts? By doing
So you’ve made it this far. Good.
You now hopefully see the value of well-structured user research and can recognise

so, your user research project will be:

Detached from internal bias/prior assumptions.

that without objectives and a framework, your research will be too broad and
potentially, too costly.

Done with design influence and buy-in from the beginning.

This workbook has been all about focusing on what it is you want to extract from your

Managed by expert user researchers who know methods and

users - how their feedback can guide your product’s growth and result in experiences
users love and return to.

question-setting inside-out.

But remember: user research HAS to be packaged with design for it to really fulfil the
needs of your users. Your design team must be fully on board with your research ideas

At KOMODO, our User Research lead is Dr Shaun Jerdan - whose experience in public-sector research

and recommendations - becoming champions of the process who can design not

brings a wealth of insight into our UX team.

just based on what they think is good - but what they will now know is useful to users.
Define your goals, set your objectives and then work with KOMODO to gather invaluable and actionable
insights which will define your product’s growth. Get in touch to learn more.
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Our Services List
Consultancy

-Product strategy
-Rapid prototyping
-Technical audits

Get in touch.
We understand you are busy. So you can book our team to help you
perform an audit for you. An audit can be conducted rapidly and
cost-effectively and will help you discover opportunities to improve
your current software and get ahead with your product roadmap.

Design

-Discovery workshops
-User experience design
-User interface design
-User research

Give us a call

0191 228 6555
Drop us an email

Development

-Research & development
-Web development

hello@komododigital.co.uk

-Mobile development

Visit us

https://www.komododigital.co.uk/
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